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Slide 3 Pathophysiology
Why fistulae dilate? 

Mismatch between volume flow and outflow diameter
- High flow and relatively narrow outflow
- True outflow vein stenosis
- Varicosity resulting in obstructing kinks
- Outflow vein stents 

High intra access pressure
Hoop stress

 

 



Slide 4 Chronic high pressure
4mm X 50mm stenosis
CFD estimated flow 1-.15L
Measured flow 1-1.5 L
High pressure 

Needle access site dilation
Chronic high pressure
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Secondary effects of dilation, elongation

Kinks with secondary obstruction

‘TORTUOSITY’

Distal dilation
Flow reduction

Multiple stenosis
Chronic thrombus
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Venous aneurysms are a result of

dilation of needle access
segment over a period of time

Every needle access heals with a scar
when the pressure in the system is

high the scar tends to thin out
resulting in aneurysmal dilation 

……. S. Shenoy
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Area cannulation

AVF Cannulation related aneurysms 
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Hypothesis

Most AVF aneurysms are 
‘true aneurysms’ of the native vein

Acute needle access infiltrates can
get infected and present as acute

infected pseudoaneurysms

AVF aneurysms

Absence of extraneous material permits
primary reconstruction in most

circumstances 
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When fistula outflow is superficial
Keep needle as parallel to skin as possible

Stick on side
of vessel

Not on top

Lateral approach
for cannulation
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tract

 

 

Slide 11 Clinical presentation and 
Indications for aneurysm repair

UrgentEmergent Elective

•H/O Bleed
•Pulsatile clot

• No H/O Bleed
• Chronic Needle            
access site ulcer

•Expanding 
aneurysm

•Thinned out skin  
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Principles

 Rest area of repair

 Excision of redundant skin and outflow

 Reconstruction of outflow

 Provision of healthy skin coverage

Management of outflow stenosis

 And/or Inflow flow reduction

End to End
Tubular reconstruct

 

 



Slide 13 Principles of local repair 
to avoid catheter

 

 

Slide 14 Techniques to plan for skin coverage
Rhomboid flap (Limberg flap)

 

 

Slide 15 Techniques to plan for skin coverage

Z-W plasty
Bi-convex advancement 

 

 



Slide 16 Bi – convex advancement flap 

 

 

Slide 17 Infected Buttonhole –pseudo aneurysm

 

 

Slide 18 Principles of planning repair to 
avoid catheter

1. Site for needle access during healing
2. Plan skin coverage after procedure
3. Antibiotic coverage
4. Excision of ulcer/aneurysm
5. Flow reduction when indicated
6. Repair of underlying vessel

Repair of the vessel wall •Excision of aneurysm
•Reconstruction of vein

End to end Tubular reconstruction
5.    Provide planned skin coverage
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Aneurysms in AV Grafts are 
always pseudoaneurysms.

Most AV fistula aneurysms are 
true  vein dilation

Diligent preoperative planning 
permits repair of both  

aneurysms often without the 
use of a bridging TDC

Summary

 

 

 


